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Let’s be honest: we were lucky

1. The Gordon Bell Climate category came along just in time
2. Timing for Frontier access was perfect
3. Success with Kokkos, OpenMP delays, and no unveiling of better 

alternatives was not assured

“It was an audacious gamble. I’m glad it paid off”
            -Congratulations from Robert Pincus

Being humble is an ingredient of success:
• Modeling honesty and humility encourages a culture of openness
• Arrogance breeds blindness and leads to mistakes



Luck comes from noticing opportunities and 
being flexible enough to take them

• Need: Exascale was the central goal of E3SM, but we weren’t making progress towards it

• Challenge: Low-res GCMs already exploit all available parallelism so no GPU speedup

• Opportunity: 
• High resolution models can benefit from GPUs while providing increased accuracy and localized 

information for impacts planning
• Sandia had already ported the hydrostatic dycore to C++/Kokkos and demonstrated that it worked

Choosing science goals to fit DOE’s computers 
= “the cart driving the horse”… 

but finding the question unlocked by new tools 
is a better bet than developing tech to fit the 
question

But I wanted an 
electron microscope!

“The pessimist sees difficulty in every opportunity. The optimist sees the opportunity in every difficulty” -Churchill



Foster a Safe and Supportive Culture 

Finding, fixing, and avoiding problems is supercharged by:

Be a role model by messing up!

“I’d rather become right than appear right and continue being wrong”   -me

• Asking questions when you don’t 
understand
• Not being defensive about being proven 

wrong

If everyone is comfortable making 
suggestions, the team will have better ideas



E3SM is Multi-Lab… SCREAM is Multi-Disciplinary

• Designing accurate parameterizations
• Quickly fixing bugs
• Choosing appropriate optimizations

• Melding disciplines is hard. We:
• Have lots of meetings
• Tried to learn each other’s tasks
• Communicate with patience

• Combining atm physicists, computer scientists, and applied mathematicians 
has been important for: 



Keep Speculative Projects Speculative

• Knowing that SCREAM could fail without ruining E3SM allowed us 
to take chances and take the time to do things right (mostly)

• Isolation from the rest of E3SM helped us keep focused (but is 
making reintegration harder)

E3SM master

Unsuccessful Trial 

Successful Trials 

Fig: Trying things and absorbing them into mainline E3SM if/when they’re 
ready maintains high-quality model releases while allowing for exploration



Make Sure Everyone Understands and Buys 
into the Mission

• SCREAM’s mission was particularly easy to articulate: “Make a new 
global cloud-resolving  model that runs on GPUs”

“If you don’t love what you’re doing, do something else or you won’t be happy and won’t do a good job”
      -paraphrased from Bob Rosner (past ANL director)

SCREAM DevelopersYour
mission:
Create an exascale-ready
global atmosphere model for cloud-
resolving scales

Rewrite an entire GCM in 5 yrs using 
C++/Kokkos for performance portability… 

No problem!

• Frequently summarize key tasks and how they 
fit into the mission keeps us synced

• Prioritize tasks (and articulate priority) 
- Not everything can be urgent
- Every year or so we have a sprint to finish some-

thing… but we explicitly don’t sprint other times

• SCREAM is built by volunteers (for better or 
worse)



Set Realistic Goals

• Not trying to do too much leads to a tractable plan

• Starting with an F90 version provided a template and gave 
everyone something to do

• Set “soft” deadlines well in advance of the drop-dead date
The 2-Pronged Plan

• Major successes so far: C++ dycore paper and DYAMOND2 paper
• Major campaigns right now: improving v0 and finishing v1
• Minor campaign: completing Doubly Periodic version
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Figure 23. Snapshot of a landfalling atmospheric river along the west coast of North Amer-

ica that occurs on February 11th 23:00:00 UTC. Vertically-integrated water vapor is indicated

in transparent grayscale with opaque/white regions having integrated vapor greater than 40 kg

m�2. Colors indicate precipitation intensity.

pact frontogenesis (Terpstra et al., 2016). General circulation models (GCMs) have, how-883

ever, not represented clouds under these conditions very well (Rémillard & Tselioudis,884

2015). The models tend to simulate too little stratiform cloud cover in these regions (Field885

et al., 2014; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2014). In this section, we describe the frequency and886

intensity of MCAOs in the SCREAM simulation relative to reanalysis (ERA5) during887

the same time period and examine the surface flux and cloud properties for a single cold888

air outbreak event that occurs early in the simulation over the Kuroshio current.889

To identify and quantify cold air outbreaks, we use the cold air outbreak index (M)890

as described by Fletcher et al. (2016), which is quantified as the potential temperature891

di↵erence between the surface skin and 800hPa. Any oceanic region with a positive value892

of M denotes a region undergoing a cold air outbreak. If we compare the frequency of893

cold air outbreaks in SCREAM and in ERA5 over the global oceans, we see general agree-894

ment of where and how often cold air outbreaks occur (Fig. 25a and c). Cold air out-895

breaks tend to occur most prominently in the winter Northern Hemisphere along the east-896

ern edges of continents and southern edges of the sea-ice. In regions where SCREAM897

produces cold air outbreaks (e.g. over the Kuroshio current, Gulf stream current, and898

south of Alaska), M frequency tends to be higher. MCAOs are, however, greatly under-899

estimated to the south and east of Greenland. This is unsurprising since 2-m temper-900

ature is far too warm over Greenland (Fig. 6), likely due to meridional wind biases dis-901

cussed in Sect. 6.2. Except for a slight overestimation, SCREAM also tends to capture902

well the intensity of the strongest of cold air outbreaks (Fig. 25b and d).903

To study the cloud fields that form under the simulated cold air outbreaks in SCREAM,904

we focus on a cold air outbreak event that flows o↵ the Asian continent over the Kuroshio905

current from Jan 21st to Jan 22nd. We examine the cold air outbreak characteristics over906

the 24 hour period of Jan 22nd to exclude any impacts of the cold front. The simulated907

sensible heat flux generally matches ERA5, but is a bit too smooth and too big (Fig. 26a908

and d). Good spatial agreement may be an artifact of prescribed SST; smooth features909

are probably due to use of a coarser (⇠6 km) ocean grid in this region. Excessive mag-910

nitude is unsurprising given surface wind speed biases mentioned in Sect. 6.2 and again911
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“Use parameterizations which have already been proven. Developing parameterizations while porting will 
leave you baffled why your code doesn’t work”  -Chris Bretherton (paraphrased)

The Two-Pronged Plan



Coordinate, Don’t Do
• In first aid classes, disaster ensues whenever 

the leader starts taking on technical tasks rather 
than maintaining a bird’s eye view 
• Without trusting your team to do what’s needed, 

you’re sunk

• I shield my team from 
distractions by taking on 
bureaucratic tasks



And finally… have fun!



Vision for a 
SCREAMing future

• 100% correct code (through extensive testing and numerical analysis)

• Development focused on a km-scale physics-based model and ML 
emulation used to run thousands of years with this physics

• Tune using AI transfer learning from lower-res runs and short 
forecasts


